
Central Ohio Software Symposium
Embassy Suites Columbus Airport

April 28 - 30, 2017

Fri, Apr. 28, 2017

NEW ALBANY I NEW ALBANY II BEXLEY I BEXLEY II WORTHINGTON UPPER ARLINGTON

12:00 - 1:00 PM REGISTRATION

1:00 - 1:15 PM WELCOME

1:15 - 2:45 PM Reactive Architecture
Patterns 1

Mark Richards

Web Apps with
Angular - Part I

Raju Gandhi

Functional Java, Part 1
Kenneth Kousen

Agile Architecture
Kirk Knoernschild

Essential Spring Boot
Craig Walls

Flow Theory &amp;
AI Architecture

Arty Starr

2:45 - 3:15 PM BREAK

3:15 - 4:45 PM Reactive Architecture
Patterns 2

Mark Richards

Web Apps with
Angular - Part II

Raju Gandhi

Functional Java, Part 2
Kenneth Kousen

From Mono to Micro
- A Demonstration of
Architectural Agility
Kirk Knoernschild

Extreme Spring Boot
Craig Walls

Stop Getting Crushed
By Business Pressure

Arty Starr

4:45 - 5:00 PM BREAK

5:00 - 6:30 PM Streaming Architecture
Using Kafka (UberConf)

Mark Richards

Navigating the
Angular Router

Raju Gandhi

Refactoring to Java 8
Kenneth Kousen

Building 12 Factor
Apps with Java

Kirk Knoernschild

Essential Spring Data
Craig Walls

I.flow() Philosophy:
Hacking your life with AI

Arty Starr

6:30 - 7:15 PM DINNER

7:15 - 8:00 PM Keynote: by Michael Carducci



Central Ohio Software Symposium
Embassy Suites Columbus Airport

April 28 - 30, 2017

Sat, Apr. 29, 2017

NEW ALBANY I NEW ALBANY II BEXLEY I BEXLEY II WORTHINGTON UPPER ARLINGTON

8:00 - 9:00 AM BREAKFAST

9:00 - 10:30 AM Microservices AntiPatterns
Mark Richards

Docker 101
Raju Gandhi

Special Topics In Java
Kenneth Kousen

The JavaScript
Developer&apos;s

Toolchain
Nathaniel Schutta

Extreme Spring Data
Craig Walls

Top 5 Reasons Why
Improvement Efforts Fail

Arty Starr

10:30 - 11:00 AM BREAK

11:00 - 12:30 PM Microservices Pitfalls
Mark Richards

Deep Dive into Dockerfiles
Raju Gandhi

More Functional in
Java with JavaSlang

Daniel Hinojosa

Bulletproof JavaScript
Nathaniel Schutta

Cloud Native
Spring: Discovery
and Configuration

Craig Walls

Reinventing Organizational
Architecture
Arty Starr

12:30 - 1:30 PM LUNCH

1:30 - 3:00 PM Architectural Modularity
Mark Richards

The Groovy Way
Kenneth Kousen

Devs Just Want to
Have Fun(ctional)!

Raju Gandhi

React 101
Nathaniel Schutta

Cloud Native Spring:
Tracing and Health

Craig Walls

The Influential
Engineer - Overcoming
resistance to change

Michael Carducci

3:00 - 3:15 PM BREAK

3:15 - 4:45 PM Cloud Native Architecture
Fundamentals: Part 1

Matt Stine

Testing Legacy Code
&amp; Avoid Mocking

Daniel Hinojosa

Being proactively
Reactive with Rxjs

Raju Gandhi

Architecting for the ilities
Nathaniel Schutta

Concurrency
Concepts in Java
Douglas Hawkins

Influential Engineer Part
2 - Persuasion Patterns

Michael Carducci

4:45 - 5:30 PM PANEL DISCUSSION: A LOOK INTO THE TECH CRYSTAL BALL



Central Ohio Software Symposium
Embassy Suites Columbus Airport

April 28 - 30, 2017

Sun, Apr. 30, 2017

NEW ALBANY I NEW ALBANY II BEXLEY I BEXLEY II WORTHINGTON UPPER ARLINGTON

8:00 - 9:00 AM BREAKFAST

9:00 - 10:30 AM Cloud Native Architecture
Fundamentals: Part 2

Matt Stine

Java Performance Puzzlers
Douglas Hawkins

From Zero to Continuous
Delivery - Concepts,

Culture and Overview
Michael Carducci

Understanding
JVM Futures

Daniel Hinojosa

Building Serverless
Applications in

AWS Workshop
Christopher Judd

Learning to Learn
Raju Gandhi

10:30 - 11:00 AM MORNING BREAK

11:00 - 12:30 PM Cloud Native Architecture
Patterns: Part 1
- Brick Patterns

Matt Stine

Java Performance
Puzzlers - Part 2
Douglas Hawkins

Reducing Redux
Raju Gandhi

Introduction to Reactive
Daniel Hinojosa

Building Serverless
Applications in AWS

Workshop (continued)
Christopher Judd

Beyond Managing
Your Manager

Kenneth Kousen

12:30 - 1:15 PM LUNCH

1:15 - 2:15 PM EXPERT PANEL DISCUSSION

2:15 - 3:45 PM Cloud Native Architecture
Patterns: Part 2
- Mortar Patterns

Matt Stine

How (Not) To Measure and
Profile Java Performance

Douglas Hawkins

What&apos;s new in
JavaScript (ES 2020) Part I

Raju Gandhi

Reactive Streaming
with RXJava

Daniel Hinojosa

Docker for Devs Workshop
Christopher Judd

Productivity for the
hopelessly disorganized

Michael Carducci

3:45 - 4:00 PM BREAK

4:00 - 5:30 PM Cloud Native Architecture
Migration Strategies

Matt Stine

Architecting with Garbage
Collection in Mind
Douglas Hawkins

What&apos;s new
in JavaScript (ES

2020) - Part II
Raju Gandhi

Functional Reactive
Programming on the
front end using Elm

Daniel Hinojosa

Docker for Devs
Workshop (continued)

Christopher Judd

Soft Skills for the Software
Architect: Building Your
Professional Network

Michael Carducci



Central Ohio Software Symposium
-Session Schedule-

(event schedule as of January 19, 2023)

Friday, Apr. 28
12:00 - 1:00 PM : REGISTRATION

1:00 - 1:15 PM : WELCOME

1:15 - 2:45 PM - Sessions

Session #1 @ NEW ALBANY I : Reactive Architecture Patterns 1 by Mark Richards
Reactive architecture patterns allow you to build self-monitoring and self-healing systems that can react to both internal and external
conditions without human intervention. How would you like to design systems that can automatically grow as the business grows,
automatically handle varying load (cyber Monday?), and automatically handle (and repair) internal and external errors, all without human
interaction? I&apos;ll show you how to do this with your current technology stack (no special languages, tools, frameworks, or products).
In this two-part session I will leverage both slides and live coding using Java and RabbitMQ to describe and demonstrate how to build
reactive systems. Get ready for the future of software architecture - that you can start implementing on Monday.

Session #2 @ NEW ALBANY II : Web Apps with Angular - Part I by Raju Gandhi
In this session we will take a look at building applications with Angular. We will build a very simple application from the ground up, and
attempt to understand the approach of Angular, as well as understand some of the terminology that Angular introduces. **This session
will focus on the Angular 10**

Session #3 @ BEXLEY I : Functional Java, Part 1 by Kenneth Kousen
Understand Java from a functional programming point of view. This part covers the basics of lambdas and streams, emphasizing
functional programming by transforming collections using the stream approach.

Session #4 @ BEXLEY II : Agile Architecture by Kirk Knoernschild
Traditional approaches to software architecture do not address the core tenet of all agile practices - feedback! We make many of the
most important architectural decisions early in the development lifecycle and fail to get accurate feedback on those decisions throughout
implementation. Compounding the problem? Agile methods offer no architectural advice. This session explores several architectural
practices that help increase architectural agility.

Session #5 @ WORTHINGTON : Essential Spring Boot by Craig Walls
In this example-driven presentation, you&apos;ll learn how to leverage Spring Boot to accelerate application development, enabling you
to focus coding on logic that drives application requirements with little concern for code that satisfies Spring&apos;s needs.

Session #6 @ UPPER ARLINGTON : Flow Theory &amp; AI Architecture by Arty Starr
I.flow() AI is an emotional intelligence AI that learns to respond in real-time to the pain of humans, for example, developers that are
having a hard time. The I.flow() AI Platform is still in the early stages of mapping theory to concrete implementation, so in this talk
we&apos;ll breakdown architecture strategy, pain metrics, pair programming buddy, supply chain flows, and the underpinning of Flow
theory.

2:45 - 3:15 PM : BREAK

3:15 - 4:45 PM - Sessions

Session #7 @ NEW ALBANY I : Reactive Architecture Patterns 2 by Mark Richards
Reactive architecture patterns allow you to build self-monitoring and self-healing systems that can react to both internal and external
conditions without human intervention. How would you like to design systems that can automatically grow as the business grows,
automatically handle varying load (cyber Monday?), and automatically handle (and repair) internal and external errors, all without human
interaction? I&apos;ll show you how to do this with your current technology stack (no special languages, tools, frameworks, or products).
In this two-part session I will leverage both slides and live coding using Java and RabbitMQ to describe and demonstrate how to build
reactive systems. Get ready for the future of software architecture - that you can start implementing on Monday.

Session #8 @ NEW ALBANY II : Web Apps with Angular - Part II by Raju Gandhi
In this session we will take a look at building applications with Angular. We will build a very simple application from the ground up, and
attempt to understand the approach of Angular, as well as understand some of the terminology that Angular introduces. **This session
will focus on the Angular 10**

Session #9 @ BEXLEY I : Functional Java, Part 2 by Kenneth Kousen
Functional features in Java, including parallel streams, the java.util.function package, the Optional data type, and reduction operations.



Central Ohio Software Symposium
-Session Schedule-

(event schedule as of January 19, 2023)

Session #10 @ BEXLEY II : From Mono to Micro - A Demonstration of Architectural Agility by Kirk
Knoernschild
Recently, microservices have take the development community by storm. Though a modern architectural paradigm, the underlying
principles of microservices are embedded across many proven traditional architectural approaches, especially modularity. At the end of
the day, microservices are just one way to the increase modularity of our software system. But there are others.

Session #11 @ WORTHINGTON : Extreme Spring Boot by Craig Walls
In this session, you&apos;ll learn how to take your Spring Boot skills to the next level, applying the latest features of Spring Boot. Topics
may include Spring Boot DevTools, configuration properties and profiles, customizing the Actuator, and crafting your own starters and
auto-configuration.

Session #12 @ UPPER ARLINGTON : Stop Getting Crushed By Business Pressure by Arty Starr
This is my story of lessons learned on how to stop the crushing effects of business pressure... I was team lead with full control of our
green-field project. After a year, we had continuous delivery, a beautiful clean code base, and worked directly with our customers to
design the features. Then our company split in two, we were moved under different management, and I watched my project get crushed.
As a consultant, I saw the same pattern of relentless business pressure everywhere, driving one project after another into the ground.
I made it my mission to help the development teams solve this problem. This is my story of lessons learned on how to transform an
organization from the bottom up. I&apos;ll show you how to lead the way.

4:45 - 5:00 PM : BREAK

5:00 - 6:30 PM - Sessions

Session #13 @ NEW ALBANY I : Streaming Architecture Using Kafka (UberConf) by Mark Richards
There are many different uses for Apache Kafka. It can be used as a streaming broker, event broker for transactional data, and even a
database. This session is about understanding streaming architecture and how to implement it using Apache Kafka. I start this session
by talking about some of the streaming architecture patterns, then dive into how Apache Kafka works using the Core API. Using live
coding examples in Apache Kafka, I also talk about the differences between Kafka and regular messaging (RabbitMQ, ActiveMQ, etc.)
and when you should use each. I end this session by putting everything together, showing an actual streaming architecture using Kafka
within a Microservice ecosystem for gathering various metrics for business and operational monitoring and reporting.

Session #14 @ NEW ALBANY II : Navigating the Angular Router by Raju Gandhi
In this session we will explore the router that ships with Angular. We will see how to leverage its power and flexibility to build real world
applications.

Session #15 @ BEXLEY I : Refactoring to Java 8 by Kenneth Kousen
Java SE 8 introduces many new features that can simplify your code. Using streams, lambdas, and the new Optional type all change
the way we write Java. In this presentation, we&apos;ll work through a series of examples that show how to rewrite existing code from
Java 7 or earlier using the new Java 8 approach.

Session #16 @ BEXLEY II : Building 12 Factor Apps with Java by Kirk Knoernschild
The way we build and deliver software is changing. We must deliver software more quickly than ever before and traditional approaches
to software architecture, infrastructure and methodology do not allow us to meet demand. We&#8217;ve reached the limits of agility
through process improvement alone, and further increases demand we focus on improving architecture, infrastructure, and methodology
simultaneously. 12 Factor is an app development methodology for building modern apps in the modern era.

Session #17 @ WORTHINGTON : Essential Spring Data by Craig Walls
In this session, you&apos;ll learn how to use Spring Data to rapidly develop repositories for a variety of database types, including
relational (JPA and JDBC), document (Mongo), graph (Neo4j), and others (Redis, Cassandra, CouchBase, etc).

Session #18 @ UPPER ARLINGTON : I.flow() Philosophy: Hacking your life with AI by Arty Starr
In this session, we&apos;ll use I.flow() AI as a metaphorical lens to explore the world of philosophy. Each one of us is on a journey to
discover who we are, why we&apos;re here, and what it all means. I.flow() Emotional Intelligence AI evolved as a result of deep self-
reflection, in the search for an authentic self, and the courage to live an authentic life. &quot;I.choose() therefore I.am()&quot;

6:30 - 7:15 PM : DINNER

7:15 - 8:00 PM : Keynote: Ego Driven Development - A Cautionary Tale - Michael Carducci

Saturday, Apr. 29
8:00 - 9:00 AM : BREAKFAST



Central Ohio Software Symposium
-Session Schedule-

(event schedule as of January 19, 2023)

9:00 - 10:30 AM - Sessions

Session #19 @ NEW ALBANY I : Microservices AntiPatterns by Mark Richards
Even though teams are gaining more experience in designing and developing microservices, nevertheless there is still a lot to learn
about this highly distributed and somewhat complicated architecture style. Unfortunately, lots of microservices anti-patterns and pitfalls
emerge during this learning curve. Learning about these anti-patterns and pitfalls early on can help you avoid costly mistakes during
your development process. While anti-patterns are things that seem like a good idea at the time and turn out bad (see martinfowler.com/
bliki/AntiPattern.html), pitfalls are those practices that are never a good idea at the time - ever. In this session I will cover some of
the more common anti-patterns you will likely encounter while creating microservices, and most importantly describe some of the
techniques for avoiding these anti-patterns.

Session #20 @ NEW ALBANY II : Docker 101 by Raju Gandhi
In this session we will get acquainted with Docker. We will discuss what docker is, how to install it, and how to start using Docker. We
will also explore some of the benefits of containerizing your applications.

Session #21 @ BEXLEY I : Special Topics In Java by Kenneth Kousen
This talk will focus on interesting features of Java 8 that go beyond the basics. Topics will include: * the `map`, `filter`, and `flatMap`
methods * simple reductions * extracting and combining streams * using `Optional` as intended * grouping and partitioning *
downstream collectors * the `java.time` package * generics in detail

Session #22 @ BEXLEY II : The JavaScript Developer&apos;s Toolchain by Nathaniel Schutta
Back in the day, web developers had to rely on their wits and a plethora of alert statements - to say our toolkit was spartan would be
an understatement. But with the increased importance of web front ends and the rise of JavaScript MVC frameworks, a modern web
developer toolkit is finally emerging.

Session #23 @ WORTHINGTON : Extreme Spring Data by Craig Walls
In this session, you&apos;ll see how to take Spring Data&apos;s automatic repository generation to a whole new level. We&apos;ll look
at ways to model data and manipulate Spring Data to produce repositories and APIs that are more than just CRUD layers on top of a
database.

Session #24 @ UPPER ARLINGTON : Top 5 Reasons Why Improvement Efforts Fail by Arty Starr
This is my story of lessons learned on why improvement efforts fail&#8230; I had a great team. We were disciplined about best
practices and spent tons of time on improvements. Then I watched my team slam into a brick wall. We brought down production three
times in a row, then couldn&#8217;t ship again for a year. Despite our best efforts with CI, unit testing, design reviews, and code
reviews, we lost our ability to understand the system. We thought our problems were caused by technical debt building up in the code
base, but we were wrong. We failed to improve, because we didn&#8217;t solve the right problems. Eventually, we turned our project
around, but with a lot of tough lessons along the way.

10:30 - 11:00 AM : BREAK

11:00 - 12:30 PM - Sessions

Session #25 @ NEW ALBANY I : Microservices Pitfalls by Mark Richards
Even though teams are gaining more experience in designing and developing microservices, nevertheless there is still a lot to learn
about this highly distributed and somewhat complicated architecture style. Unfortunately, lots of microservices anti-patterns and pitfalls
emerge during this learning curve. Learning about these anti-patterns and pitfalls early on can help you avoid costly mistakes during
your development process. While anti-patterns are things that seem like a good idea at the time and turn out bad (see martinfowler.com/
bliki/AntiPattern.html), pitfalls are those practices that are never a good idea at the time - ever. In this session I will cover some of the
more common pitfalls you will likely encounter while creating microservices, and most importantly describe some of the techniques for
avoiding these pitfalls.

Session #26 @ NEW ALBANY II : Deep Dive into Dockerfiles by Raju Gandhi
In this session we will dive deeper into Dockerfiles. We will explore the DSL that Dockerfiles provide to allow for the automation of image
creation.

Session #27 @ BEXLEY I : More Functional in Java with JavaSlang by Daniel Hinojosa
Java 8 is pretty great, but mix in JavaSlang (now called Vavr) and get ready for some functional programming excitement.

Session #28 @ BEXLEY II : Bulletproof JavaScript by Nathaniel Schutta
Take a look at your codebase. Go ahead, this abstract will wait. Notice anything? Perhaps a few more lines of JavaScript than years
past? JavaScript is no longer an outlier, a language for the interns, something we can just mash together. Today, JavaScript is a first
class citizen. As such, we need to treat it will all the care and feeding we extend our server side languages. This talk will introduce you
to a set of tools that will help you write bulletproof JavaScript.



Central Ohio Software Symposium
-Session Schedule-
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Session #29 @ WORTHINGTON : Cloud Native Spring: Discovery and Configuration by Craig Walls
In this sessions we&apos;ll see how to use components of Spring Cloud to configure and discover microservices in a cloud native
microservice-architected application. Specifically, we&apos;ll look at Spring Cloud Netflix and Netflix&apos; Eureka and Ribbon projects
for service discovery as well as the Spring Cloud Config project&apos;s configuration server to provide a central point of external
configuration.

Session #30 @ UPPER ARLINGTON : Reinventing Organizational Architecture by Arty Starr
Since the dawn of software development, we&apos;ve struggled with a huge disconnect between the management world and
the engineering world -- the clash of top-down control, money, and economics, versus art, freedom, working with our friends, and
bringing awesome creations to life. Overcoming these challenges in our industry requires a huge paradigm shift -- rather than building
organizations as money-making machines with top-down control, our organizations need to become thinking, feeling, interconnected
social organisms, where our humanity isn&apos;t boiled down to a few numbers. How do we shift the paradigm of the organization, to
bridge these two worlds together? The short answer -- with the help of software.

12:30 - 1:30 PM : LUNCH

1:30 - 3:00 PM - Sessions

Session #31 @ NEW ALBANY I : Architectural Modularity by Mark Richards
It seems like all we talk about these days is making our architectures more modular. Buy why? In this session I will discuss the drivers
and reasons why it is essential to move towards a level of modularity in our architectures. I will discuss and show real-world use cases
of distributed modular architectures (specifically microservices and service-based architecture), and then discuss in detail the core
differences between microservices and service-based architecture and when you should consider each. I&apos;ll end the talk by
discussing the most effective way of migrating to modular distributed architectures.

Session #32 @ NEW ALBANY II : The Groovy Way by Kenneth Kousen
Like all languages, Groovy code can be written in many different ways. This talk will review how to write Groovy that follows the most
commonly accepted idioms and practices, especially in light of the changes in Java 8. Features demonstrates will include closures,
class and method definitions that best accommodate Java integration, testing techniques, and more.

Session #33 @ BEXLEY I : Devs Just Want to Have Fun(ctional)! by Raju Gandhi
Functional programming (FP) is fast becoming the tool that programmers reach for in this era of multi-core processors. Although the
definition of &quot;functional&quot; varies quite a bit between implementations, there are a few facets that remain core and true to the
paradigm. Facets such as functions as first-class, higher order functions, closures etc. In this session we will explore the meaning of
these using JavaScript as our medium.

Session #34 @ BEXLEY II : React 101 by Nathaniel Schutta
For the last several years, the JavaScript world has been awash in various Model-View-Whatever frameworks and libraries with new
implementations popping up like bunnies. With the popular React library, Facebook took a different approach to developing JavaScript
user interfaces by focusing on the View in MV*. This talk will get you up and running on React, a library that gives us a declarative
approach to designing highly performant interactive user interfaces. We&apos;ll dive into the basics of components, JSX, the virtual
DOM and more. By the end of this session you&apos;ll have a solid foundation in what React brings to the table and how it might help
you on your next project.

Session #35 @ WORTHINGTON : Cloud Native Spring: Tracing and Health by Craig Walls
In this session, we&apos;ll look at how to monitor the health of individual services in a microservice-architected application as well as
trace the path of data and processing as it flows from service to service. Specifically, we&apos;ll look at Spring Cloud Netflix and Netflix
OSS&apos; Hystrix project to not only apply the circuit breaker pattern for failure and latency protection to microservices and monitor
the health of those circuit breakers in a running application. Additionally, we&apos;ll look at Spring Cloud Sleuth and Zipkin to trace
processing through a microservice-based application.

Session #36 @ UPPER ARLINGTON : The Influential Engineer - Overcoming resistance to change by
Michael Carducci
By the end of this conference you will have learned many new tools and technologies. The easy part is done, now for the hard part:
getting the rest of the team-and management-on board with the new ideas. Easier said than done. Whether you want to effect culture
change in your organization, lead the transition toward a new technology, or are simply asking for better tools; you must first understand
that having a &quot;good idea&quot; is just the beginning. How can you dramatically increase your odds of success? You will learn 12
concrete strategies to build consensus within your team as well as 6 technique to dramatically increase the odds that the other person
will say &quot;Yes&quot; to your requests.

3:00 - 3:15 PM : BREAK

3:15 - 4:45 PM - Sessions
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Session #37 @ NEW ALBANY I : Cloud Native Architecture Fundamentals: Part 1 by Matt Stine
Cloud continues to grow in importance in even the most conservative companies&#8217; IT strategies. Because of this, even
experienced software architects must confront a new world in which many of our normal architectural assumptions no longer hold.
Before we create architectures that leverage cloud infrastructure, we need to rebuild our mental model of infrastructure around the
appropriate concepts and principles. The purpose of this session is to do just that.

Session #38 @ NEW ALBANY II : Testing Legacy Code &amp; Avoid Mocking by Daniel Hinojosa
In reality, our jobs aren&apos;t dealing with new code, but old crufty and evil code. How do we test such code, how do we get through
it? How can we surgically take some of this bad code apart and make it testable?

Session #39 @ BEXLEY I : Being proactively Reactive with Rxjs by Raju Gandhi
In today&apos;s world, our applications need to be both responsive, fast and scalable. Our applications need to respond to user
interactions such as mouse movements, clicks and inputs as well as asynchronous inputs like XHR calls, server sent events, setInterval,
even web socket events! Unfortunately as things stand today, there is no *consistent* way to deal with the myriad of different
&quot;changes&quot; that could happen in an application. But what if there is? This is what Reactive Extensions (specifially RxJs in this
session) allow us to do. It offers us an abstraction that allows us to treat everything from DOM events (infinite streams) to our domain
(`map`s, `set`s and `array`s) as *streams*. This **consistent** interface now permits us to create and manipulate any source identically.
Futhermore, it allows us to react to *different* sources as if they are one! Reactive Extensions are fast becoming the de-facto approach
of managing asynchronicity in JS land. From Netflix&apos;s UI to Angular 2 `$http` to ES7 - reactive programming is everywhere!

Session #40 @ BEXLEY II : Architecting for the ilities by Nathaniel Schutta
As a developer, your focus was squarely on the &quot;functional requirements&quot; aka the business capabilities your application
must meet. But once you step in the architect role, you discover a world inhabited by &quot;the ilities&quot; otherwise known as the non
functional or quality attributes of a software system. But how do we know which ilities matter and which ones don&apos;t? And much as
we may want to turn every knob up to 11, many ilities are inversely related - maximize one and you by definition minimize another.

Session #41 @ WORTHINGTON : Concurrency Concepts in Java by Douglas Hawkins
Unlike earlier languages, Java had a well-defined threading and memory model from the beginning. And over the years, Java gained
new packages to help solve concurrency problems. Despite this, Java concurrency is sometimes subtle and fraught with peril.

Session #42 @ UPPER ARLINGTON : Influential Engineer Part 2 - Persuasion Patterns by Michael
Carducci
In Part 1, you learned the core principles of influence and persuasion. How to we take this back to the office and apply what
we&apos;ve learned?

4:45 - 5:30 PM : PANEL DISCUSSION: A LOOK INTO THE TECH CRYSTAL BALL

Sunday, Apr. 30
8:00 - 9:00 AM : BREAKFAST

9:00 - 10:30 AM - Sessions

Session #43 @ NEW ALBANY I : Cloud Native Architecture Fundamentals: Part 2 by Matt Stine
Cloud continues to grow in importance in even the most conservative companies&#8217; IT strategies. Because of this, even
experienced software architects must confront a new world in which many of our normal architectural assumptions no longer hold.
Before we create architectures that leverage cloud infrastructure, we need to rebuild our mental model of infrastructure around the
appropriate concepts and principles. The purpose of this session is to do just that.

Session #44 @ NEW ALBANY II : Java Performance Puzzlers by Douglas Hawkins
Everyone worries about performance but few of us have the time to truly understand it. Fortunately, our modern JVMs and CPUs are
capable of some amazing performance tricks, but those same tricks only make reasoning about performance that much harder.

Session #45 @ BEXLEY I : From Zero to Continuous Delivery - Concepts, Culture and Overview by
Michael Carducci
Continuous delivery is not a pipe-dream technology, reserved only for the &quot;cool kids&quot; at hip tech startups. Although it&apos;s
not easy, many concepts are within reach of most teams. That being said, it require more than simple technology changes. Attend this
session to learn the fundamental concepts of CD, how to build your CD pipeline with Gradle and Jenkins, and recommendations on
tools and best practices.
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Session #46 @ BEXLEY II : Understanding JVM Futures by Daniel Hinojosa
Starting with JDK 5, we have had Futures, and they mostly went ignored. Now with concurrency and reactive technology in demand, it is
essential that we understand what futures are, and how to handle them and make use of their power in asynchronous systems.

Session #47 @ WORTHINGTON : Building Serverless Applications in AWS Workshop by Christopher
Judd
Tired of trying to manage and maintain servers? Never have a large enough operations team? Don&#8217;t have a budget for running
lots of server? Don&#8217;t want to pay for servers siting idle? Afraid you might become so popular that you won&#8217;t be able
to scale fast enough? Don&#8217;t worry, it is possible to alleviate these issues by moving to a serverless architecture that utilizes
microservices hosted in the cloud. This type of architecture can support all different types of clients including web, mobile and IoT.
During this hands-on workshop, you will build a serverless application utilizing AWS services such as Lambda, API Gateway, S3 and a
datastore.

Session #48 @ UPPER ARLINGTON : Learning to Learn by Raju Gandhi
In this session we will look to see how we can refactor our learning - what tools, and methodologies can we use to help us learn quicker
and better - how we can create a store that gives us quick access to information when we *really* need it.

10:30 - 11:00 AM : MORNING BREAK

11:00 - 12:30 PM - Sessions

Session #49 @ NEW ALBANY I : Cloud Native Architecture Patterns: Part 1 - Brick Patterns by Matt
Stine
Now that we&#8217;ve been equipped with an understanding of how software architectures can exploit the unique aspects of
cloud infrastructure environments, it&#8217;s time to construct a pattern catalog that can guide our decision making as we journey
from concepts and principles to concrete implementations. The software industry has long been motivated by the promise of a
&#8220;component marketplace&#8221; from which we can draw commodity components which can be composed via standardized
mechanisms to create powerful systems. These systems are often compared to the myriad of possible creations that can be produced
using Lego pieces. The power in the Lego &#8220;architecture&#8221; is found in the amazing diversity of individual pieces that are
composed via a universal system of compatibility. Cloud native architectures approximate the same power via Lego-like patterns.

Session #50 @ NEW ALBANY II : Java Performance Puzzlers - Part 2 by Douglas Hawkins
Everyone worries about performance but few of us have the time to truly understand it. Fortunately, our modern JVMs and CPUs are
capable of some amazing performance tricks, but those same tricks only make reasoning about performance that much harder.

Session #51 @ BEXLEY I : Reducing Redux by Raju Gandhi
Redux has fast become one the pillars for state management in the modern era of web application developments. Though tiny, it packs
a punch, and in this session we will explore the principles behind redux and see how to use it in our web applications.

Session #52 @ BEXLEY II : Introduction to Reactive by Daniel Hinojosa
Reactive is a the latest buzzword to consume our industry. This presentation distills and defines reactive systems, describe the
difference between reactive architecture vs. reactive programming, describe common patterns, and demos the popular reactive JVM
technologies like RXJava, and Akka.

Session #53 @ WORTHINGTON : Building Serverless Applications in AWS Workshop (continued) by
Christopher Judd
Tired of trying to manage and maintain servers? Never have a large enough operations team? Don&#8217;t have a budget for running
lots of server? Don&#8217;t want to pay for servers siting idle? Afraid you might become so popular that you won&#8217;t be able
to scale fast enough? Don&#8217;t worry, it is possible to alleviate these issues by moving to a serverless architecture that utilizes
microservices hosted in the cloud. This type of architecture can support all different types of clients including web, mobile and IoT.
During this hands-on workshop, you will build a serverless application utilizing AWS services such as Lambda, API Gateway, S3 and a
datastore.

Session #54 @ UPPER ARLINGTON : Beyond Managing Your Manager by Kenneth Kousen
This is a revised and updated version of the previous talk, with current thinking from practice and the literature. The talk presents why
conflicts with your manager are inevitable based on differences in priorities and perspectives, and how to plan for them. The goal is to
show you how to build the loyalty relationship that allows you to get what you need when you need it.

12:30 - 1:15 PM : LUNCH

1:15 - 2:15 PM : EXPERT PANEL DISCUSSION

2:15 - 3:45 PM - Sessions
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Session #55 @ NEW ALBANY I : Cloud Native Architecture Patterns: Part 2 - Mortar Patterns by Matt
Stine
Now that we&#8217;ve been equipped with an understanding of how software architectures can exploit the unique aspects of
cloud infrastructure environments, it&#8217;s time to construct a pattern catalog that can guide our decision making as we journey
from concepts and principles to concrete implementations. The software industry has long been motivated by the promise of a
&#8220;component marketplace&#8221; from which we can draw commodity components which can be composed via standardized
mechanisms to create powerful systems. These systems are often compared to the myriad of possible creations that can be produced
using Lego pieces. The power in the Lego &#8220;architecture&#8221; is found in the amazing diversity of individual pieces that are
composed via a universal system of compatibility. Cloud native architectures approximate the same power via Lego-like patterns.

Session #56 @ NEW ALBANY II : How (Not) To Measure and Profile Java Performance by Douglas
Hawkins
Today, we all benefit from the sophistication of modern compilers and hardware, but that extra complexity can also make it difficult to
reason about performance.

Session #57 @ BEXLEY I : What&apos;s new in JavaScript (ES 2020) Part I by Raju Gandhi
JavaScript will celebrate it&apos;s 24th birthday in 2020. For a language that has been around for such a while it has seen very few, if
any changes to the language itself. Well all that is about to change with ECMAScript.next (or ECMAScript 6). ECMAScript 6 modernizes
JavaScript syntax, while bringing in features such as modules for better namespacing, class as a first class construct, and a variety of
additional operators thus ensuring that JavaScript is ready for the next era of large scale modern web applications. ES 7, 8, 9 and now
10 all use the features introduced by ES6 to further the language.

Session #58 @ BEXLEY II : Reactive Streaming with RXJava by Daniel Hinojosa
ReactiveX is a set of Reactive Extensions developed by Netflix, and is developed for various programming languages, like Java, Scala,
and Clojure. ReactiveX overhauls the observable design pattern to achieve reactive goals. This presentation will solely focus on the
Java version of ReactiveX, RXJava.

Session #59 @ WORTHINGTON : Docker for Devs Workshop by Christopher Judd
Docker and containers are getting a lot of attention these days but what do they mean for devs? How do they fit into DevOps and
continuous delivery movements? Where do these tools fit into cloud computing? During this hands-on session we will learn how to
install and configure Docker, build images and run containers in a local development environment. But we will also explore using them
in a continuous deployment environment by deploying them to on premise as well as cloud services such as AWS.

Session #60 @ UPPER ARLINGTON : Productivity for the hopelessly disorganized by Michael
Carducci
It happens to us all; there are simply days where it seems impossible to get anything done. This session focuses on techniques and tips
to get into the zone, stay in the zone and to protect your productivity, even in disruptive environments.

3:45 - 4:00 PM : BREAK

4:00 - 5:30 PM - Sessions

Session #61 @ NEW ALBANY I : Cloud Native Architecture Migration Strategies by Matt Stine
If you&#8217;ve been following along, you&#8217;ve realized by now that cloud native architectures are fundamentally different than
most traditional architectures. Most of the cloud native architectures that we can see in the wild have been built by relatively young
companies that began from a zero-legacy state. Architects in more mature organizations are faced with the daunting challenge of
building modern systems that exploit the unique characteristics of cloud infrastructure while simultaneously attempting to migrate legacy
systems into those same environments, all the while &#8220;keeping the lights on.&#8221;

Session #62 @ NEW ALBANY II : Architecting with Garbage Collection in Mind by Douglas Hawkins
HotSpot provides a variety of garbage collectors with a variety of strengths and weaknesses. To get the most out of our applications, we
need to pick the right garbage collector and design to take advantage of its strengths and avoid its weaknesses.

Session #63 @ BEXLEY I : What&apos;s new in JavaScript (ES 2020) - Part II by Raju Gandhi
JavaScript will celebrate it&apos;s 24th birthday in 2020. For a language that has been around for such a while it has seen very few, if
any changes to the language itself. Well all that is about to change with ECMAScript.next (or ECMAScript 6). ECMAScript 6 modernizes
JavaScript syntax, while bringing in features such as modules for better namespacing, class as a first class construct, and a variety of
additional operators thus ensuring that JavaScript is ready for the next era of large scale modern web applications. ES 7, 8, 9 and now
10 all use the features introduced by ES6 to further the language.

Session #64 @ BEXLEY II : Functional Reactive Programming on the front end using Elm by Daniel
Hinojosa
The silent and deadly competitor to React and Angular. Meet Elm. All functional and client language. Clean
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Session #65 @ WORTHINGTON : Docker for Devs Workshop (continued) by Christopher Judd
Docker and containers are getting a lot of attention these days but what do they mean for devs? How do they fit into DevOps and
continuous delivery movements? Where do these tools fit into cloud computing? During this hands-on session we will learn how to
install and configure Docker, build images and run containers in a local development environment. But we will also explore using them
in a continuous deployment environment by deploying them to on premise as well as cloud services such as AWS.

Session #66 @ UPPER ARLINGTON : Soft Skills for the Software Architect: Building Your
Professional Network by Michael Carducci
You&apos;ve heard the old adage &quot;It&apos;s not what you know it&apos;s who you know.&quot; The focus of this session is
divided between ways to better connect with everyone you meet as well as ways to grow your network, help and influence people and
ultimately build long-term relationships and build your reputation.


